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Abstract
The demand for subsurface utilities is growing every day to satisfy the needs of
mordern societies. Placing and maintaining these utilities requires excavation works
which are prone to incidents. Civil engineers and other practitioners who work in the
domain of subsurface utilities often have to rely on 2D utility maps which can
sometimes be difficult to interpret correctly. E.g. utilities like pipes or cables are
represented as line segments along streets and they are annotated with additional
numbers that explain the depth or the diameter. Thickness and inclination of pipes may
be difficult or impossible to determine from such 2D maps which are just some obvious
shortcomings. Moreover, there may be uncertainties about the actual position of
subsurface utilties themselves.
To tackle this problem, this Master Thesis proposes a semantically-rich model that can
be used to query spatial and other information about subsurface utilities and more
objects at different levels of abstraction. Using background knowledge from the domain
of subsurface utilites helped to identify rules that can be used to build a more accurate
model. Data input from different layers that describe the 2D geometries of actual
campus utilities is used to build an accurate 3D model that also considers location
uncertainties. The system is able to respond to spatial or other queries regarding the
underlying model of subsurface utilties. Moreover, 3D visualizations can be generated
which include location uncertainties of subsurface utilities and thereby support decision
making processes.
In collaboration with the department of Construction Management & Engineering at the
University of Twente exemplary use cases were identified that support the decision
making towards test trench locations. The logic and reasoning behind test trench
location selection was explicated from actual projects in the Netherlands and formalized
for the proposed model. The proposed system has successfully proven to facilitate the
generation of semantically rich 3D subsurface utility models. Moreover, the use cases
have proven that the proposed system is able to support the decision making towards
test trench locations and types by using the identified rules.
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Introduction

Every day the subsurface space is getting scarcer because the demand for utility services
of modern societies is growing. These utilities typically appear as cables or pipes in the
ground. Their variety and purposes is growing too, ranging from fresh and sewage
water, electricity and gas to heating and data transport. Just in Germany all these
subsurface utilities have a total length of more than 5,650,000 kilometers [3].
All these utilities have to be placed, maintained and sometimes to be replaced which
always bears the risk of utility strikes. These strikes can cause negative side effects like
environmental pollution, project and traffic delays, injuries and in the worst case even
fatalities. Even though the number of world-wide incidents caused by subsurface utility
strikes must be tremendous, there is no official record and even on a country level the
numbers are not accurate because smaller incidents are often not reported.
According to the latest numbers (year 2010) from the responsible employer's liability
insurance coverage in Germany every year about 100.000 incidents are reported which
require about 500 million Euros for compensation [3].
[15] identified the two main causes for utility strikes as a) the lack of reliable data about
the actual locations of subsurface utilities and b) the lack of effective means to
communicate the inherent uncertainties associated with utility location data to end-users
like excavation operators.
Reliable information about the location of subsurface utilities can be crucial for the
success or failure of projects. Uncertainties about the real locations typically remain
because of inaccurate drawings but also natural conditions like obstacles in the
environment or the soil condition which might induce a change of the location of
subsurface utilities. Even worse is the absence of documentations. The Dutch Standards
Institute (NEN) stated that on half of the excavation damage incidents the necessary
documentation (KLIC report) was missing [12].
For planning purposes in the domain of subsurface utilities civil engineers and other
practitioners typically have to rely on analog or digital blueprints. Besides blueprints
other information like the scheduling of construction work is interesting for planners.
For that purpose [16] proposed a 4D CAD based coordination method that supports
project plan scoping, formalizing and synchronizing. In this article practitioners
criticized the 4D planning model because of obvious shortcomings:
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"Watch over there at the location of these two trees. We are also connecting gas
pipes right there, so this situation will not be possible." (At this location tree
roots and gas pipes were intersecting).



"This situation is not possible, since a telecom line installation never precedes
gas installation activities."

Obvious errors like these can be avoided if domain specific background knowledge is
used to build the model in the first place.
This thesis proposes a system to bridge this shortcoming by generating a semanticallyrich conceptual model that encompasses 3D spatial representations. The system
considers rules that were identified from the subsurface utility domain background
knowledge. The model supports two computational main features. The first feature
allows querying models at different levels of abstraction regarding spatial or conceptual
information. The second feature allows the 3D visualization of the underlying model.
Existing research projects in construction IT tend to focus on visualizations and do not
consider semantics or underlying models. This is the key distinction to this thesis
because the proposed model uses semantic modelling as the foundation and allows to
query the underlying information.
Given 2D inputs the proposed system is able to build 3D models that satisfy the given
constraints from the background knowledge. According 3D visualizations can be
generated from the underlying model. These 3D visualizations can be used to make
users aware of the situation under ground by also visualizing uncertainties which do
exist most of the time when dealing with subsurface utilities.
This topic has a high practical relevance. A lot of data sources like guidelines or 2D
utility maps are available for the domain of subsurface utilities that can serve as
background knowledge. The challenge is to connect all the information and build an
appropriate conceptual model.
This thesis aims to reveal the benefits of using background knowledge for building
(domain specific) models. The domain of subsurface utilities with a focus on spatial
constraints is used to demonstrate that background knowledge can help building more
reliable 3D models.
Exemplary background knowledge, e.g. in form of geodata or guidelines, has been
provided by experts from the department of Construction Management & Engineering
at the University of Twente who supported this project very kindly. The experts in
particular encompass the head of the department Prof. André Doree and the following
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members of the academic staff: Dr. Léon olde Scholtenhuis, Dr. Marc van Buiten, Dr.
Faridaddin Vahdatikhaki and the PDEng (Professional Doctorate in Engineering)
student Paulina Racz who is working on a research project concerned with test trench
location decision making strategies. In meetings we defined the overall goal of the use
cases of this thesis to support the decision making towards test trench locations.
Motivated by the need of dealing with a lot of different data that might be afflicted with
errors or uncertainties, this thesis is use case driven and serves as a proof of concept to
convince researchers of the usefulness of conceptual rich models that can deal with
background knowledge and avoid errors in succession.
The following section gives an overview of related work. The third section introduces
the proposed model. In section four the use cases are presented in detail. Section five
presents the results and discussion of the use cases and the proposed system in
summary. Section six gives an outlook on future work. Finally section seven presents
the conclusions about the achieved work.

Related Work
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Related Work

Relevant research that can be related to the thesis topic has been done in a variety of
different domains and research projects. The addressed research areas in this section are
Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE), Virtual Design and Construction (VDC),
Augmented Reality (AR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). These research topics cover
the perspectives of engineers involved with subsurface utilities and information
scientists involved with building applications that support visualizing and reasoning
about (subsurface) space.
2.1

Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE)

Subsurface utilities play an important role in the domain of civil engineering because on
the one hand they are supplying communities with the necessities of everyday life and
can on the other hand represent a danger for practitioners in the field. Knowing the
exact location of subsurface utilities could ensure the success of projects by minimizing
their duration and the number of accidents. Unfortunately this information is often not
present or not reliable because of poor mapping techniques or the diversity of data
formats that cannot be handled by all involved parties [19].
The immense damage caused during excavation works and utility maintenance induced
civil engineers to develop processes that can help to avoid or at least decrease the
amount of incidents. One of these processes is Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE)
which aims to locate and map utilities accurately and share the information in early
project phases so that (utility) conflicts and disasters can be minimized [10]. The
accurate mapping is achieved by utilizing geophysical technologies like ground
penetrating radars (GPR), surveying techniques and data management systems.
Moreover, SUE has been proven to minimize costs by reducing subsurface utility
related accidents and delays in construction [11].
2.2

Virtual Design and Construction (VDC)

Another approach to tackle utility coordination challenges is to employ Virtual Design
and  Construction  (VDC)  systems.  VDC  has  been  defined  as  “the   use of integrated multidisciplinary performance models of design-construction projects to support explicit and
public business objectives”   [14]. VDC systems can be used for the visualization or

simulation of construction project models and thereby support planners and end-users to
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be aware of project conditions. Provided that a) practitioners use VDC systems, such as
4D, to explicate the scope, formalize and synchronize their construction plans and b)
developers of VDC models involve the perspectives of end-users when developing the
underlying knowledge base, [17] demonstrated that end-user tailored VDC systems
enhance the performance of utility works.
2.3

Augmented Reality (AR)

Augmented reality (AR) approaches with a focus on visualization have been proposed
to support workers in the field directly. [20] implemented a first prototype application
that employs AR to visualize urban 3D models of subsurface utilities. A newer version
enabled workers to accurately annotate geospatial objects and surveying locations in the
field by employing a digital terrain model to calculate appropriate depth values for
subsurface utilities [22]. The visualization of subsurface utilities on devices in the field
has proven to improve the workflow of common field tasks related to utility network
operations while increasing the general safety on sites and reducing the unintended
damage caused by accidents [21].
2.4

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Depending on the underlying model some approaches can be prone to errors because
they are not considering the background knowledge of the domain [16]. This is the point
where Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches can help. Today AI is a big research topic
and has a lot of sub domains. The relevant research topics that are addressed in this
section are Knowledge Representation (KR), reasoning and planning.
Spatial information has a high relevance for decision making in the domain of
subsurface utilities [15]. Researchers in AI and Spatial Cognition and Computation
investigated qualitative spatial and temporal representation and reasoning (QSTR)
methods with a focus on developing new calculi for spatial information representation
and the construction of efficient algorithms to solve spatial consistency problems [6].
The compliance of certain domain constraints can be checked and satisfied using
constraint solvers. In the domains of Computer-Aided Design (CAD), as well as
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Geometric Constraint Solvers (GCS) can be
used to accomplish this goal [7]. [4] proposed CLP(QS), which is a declarative spatial
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reasoning framework that can be used to represent and reason about high-level,
qualitative spatial knowledge about the world.
Spatial representation and reasoning has a high practical relevance for different
applications. In the domain of architecture and construction informatics spatial
representation and reasoning can help to develop the conceptual design of buildings
especially in early stages [5].
The research shows that some applications exist to deal with information in the domain
of subsurface utilities but tend to focus on visualizations and neglect domain knowledge
to build these visualizations. This thesis points out how these models can be improved
by taking background knowledge into account to build a semantically-rich model that
allows to query the underlying information and create 3D visualizations. The focus of
the proposed model is to deal with constraints and data in a spatial context.

Proposed Subsurface Utility Model
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Proposed Subsurface Utility Model

This section presents the proposed model in detail. The system will consider domain
specific background knowledge to build a conceptual-rich model that allows constraint
verification and answering questions about the underlying information by using
according queries. Another feature is the creation of visualizations. This section has four
subsections to describe the model. The first subsection is about the conceptual model.
The second subsection describes the underlying 3D spatial model. The third subsection
explains how the 3D model is generated from 2D inputs. The fourth subsection is about
the implementation of the system.
3.1

Conceptual model

Semantic modelling is used to allow the system to query models at different levels of
abstraction regarding the underlying information about subsurface utilities. The model
implements rules that were identified from provided background knowledge about the
domain of subsurface utilities. The model is able to verify if subsurface utilities are
satisfying certain constraints. Input data like 2D utility maps or GPR data can be used to
build a model that contains the spatial and conceptual information of different
(subsurface) objects. The model can be validated and refined regarding the background
knowledge. The overall goal of the conceptual model is to create the most accurate
model by taking all the inputs into perspective. Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea of the
proposed system.

Figure 1 Basic idea of the proposed system
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Just some of the possible inputs are illustrated and realized in the proposed system. In
principle the system has no limitations regarding the input. The domain background
knowledge is important to define constraints for the model that have to be satisfied in
order to guarantee model propriety. The project has been supported by domain experts
from the department of Construction Management & Engineering at the University of
Twente. During multiple meetings via Skype or in person there were discussions about
different ideas concerning important domain specific background knowledge. Some of
the most interesting aspects are not always that obvious because they seem to be trivial
to experts but people who are not involved with the domain would not consider them
when defining the background knowledge. E.g. in one of the first meetings the
inclination of sewer pipes has been mentioned which is necessary to support the water
flow in the right direction (from source to destination). Especially simple rules like this
are important to build more accurate models.
Since the focus has been on working with subsurface utilities it was necessary to specify
the most important properties to describe utilities. [8] investigated the potential of 4D
cadastres with a case study on subsurface utilities and defined the main properties to
model pipelines in a database table (Table 1).
Table 1 Database table describing important pipeline properties (Changed from source: [17]).

Property

Data type

Primary key

NUMBER(11)

Pipeline number

NUMBER(11)

Owner number

NUMBER(11)

Pressure

NUMBER(11)

License number

NUMBER(11)

Additional

CHAR(50)

Support Text

CHAR(50)

Type of network

ENUMERATION

Status of network

NUMBER(11)

Underground or not

BOOLEAN

Dangerous or not

BOOLEAN

Material type

NUMBER(11)

Diameter

NUMBER(11)

Installation date

DATE

Deletion date

DATE

Utility geometry

MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
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In the proposed model subsurface utilities can be described in the same way. Not all the
properties are used in the use cases but the model can be adjusted and is extensible in an
easy way.
Subsurface utilities are modelled as a list of sections (lines from the input shapefiles)
and a utility description like suggested by [8] (Table 1). Figure 2 illustrates the
definition of subsurface utilities as implemented in the system.

Figure 2 Components of subsurface utilities as defined in the system.

The list of sections allows to reason about spatial components of the model. Start-/
endpoints of sections are defined by 3D points describing the middle point of the upper
surface of a utility. The utility description allows to reason about other properties that
might be interesting in certain contexts. E.g. it might be relevant to find out which
utilities are dangerous.
The model is not just limited to subsurface utilities. Other objects like trees or houses
can be created as well. Figure 3 illustrates how queries can be used to answer any
question about (spatial) properties and / or the spatial relation of objects in the model.

Proposed Subsurface Utility Model
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Figure 3 Queries can be used to answer any question about the objects in the model.

Queries can be simple or complex and refer to single or multiple objects in the model
which makes them very powerful. Queries could for example be used to answer the
question who is the owner of a dangerous subsurface utility in a specified area.
Including multiple objects, a query could be used to find locations where tree roots
might endanger subsurface utilities. Uncertainties about locations of subsurface utilities
can also be considered for spatial queries. New properties for existing objects as well as
complete new objects can easily be added to the model.
3.2

3D spatial model

Objects that can be queried in the model have spatial properties which enable spatial
reasoning in the system. Spatial calculations in the model are very accurate whereas the
spatial representation that is used for the visualization is just approximating the actual
shape of objects. Table 2 gives an overview of the different objects in the model and
their describing properties and shape of the visualization respectively.
Table 2 Overview of the spatial properties and shape of visualization of objects in the model.

Object
Joint

Section

Spatial Properties
3D point: describing the position
where two sections are connected.
3D points: describing the position of
the upper middle points for start- and
endpoints respectively.

Visualization
Cuboid that covers the ends of
sections.

Start- and endpoints are
equilateral octagons to
approximate the actual round
Diameter: describing the outer surface. utility.

Proposed Subsurface Utility Model

Tree

2D point: describing the position at the The Crown is approximated by
surface.
a cone with the height of 1/3 of
Diameter: describing the outer surface the defined tree height. The
circle of the cone is
of the trunk.
approximated by an equilateral
Root depth: describing the depth from octagon.
the surface level to lowest roots.
The trunk is approximated by
Root diameter: describing the maximal an equilateral octagon.
diameter.
The roots are approximated by
Height: describing the height from the a cone with the height from
surface level to the highest part of the surface level to the root depth.
tree.
The circle of the cone is
approximated by an equilateral
Crown diameter: describing the
octagon.
maximal diameter.
3D point: describing the lower left
coordinate (can be negative to model
cellars).

House

12

Width & length: describes the
boundary of the building.
Height: describes the height (roof is
1/3 of the height).

The lower part of a house is
visualized using a cuboid with
the dimensions of width by
length by 2/3 of the height.
The roof is visualized by an
isosceles triangular shaped
prism with 1/3 of the height.

The focus of the model is to deal with the actual spatial representations of subsurface
utilities and other objects. The 3D visualization is just a feature to get impressions of
what is actually modelled and considered to come to certain conclusions.
There is a variety of options to visualize 3D model data. To keep the model as simple as
possible I decided to realize the model visualization by creating OBJ files (.obj). The
OBJ file format is used for 3D geometry definitions and was first developed by
Wavefront Technologies for its Advanced Visualizer animation package (a simple obj
example is given in (Appendix A).
Subsurface utilities are visualized by sections that are connected by joints. A section,
which is usually a round pipe in reality, is approximated by using equilateral octagons at
the start- and endpoint. The vertices are connected accordingly to model the surface.
Figure 4 illustrates a section.

Proposed Subsurface Utility Model
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(b)

Figure 4 Visualization of a section from the side(a) and front (b).

Joints are used to get the information about all connected sections. Every joint has a
start section and a list of connected sections. Joints are visualized as cuboids that cover
all section start- / endpoints that are connected at a specific location. Figure 5 illustrates
a joint that connects three sections.

Figure 5 Visualization of a joint connecting three sections.

Trees and houses are also part of the model. These objects can be visualized too. A tree
is described by its location, diameter, root depth, root diameter (spread in the ground),
height and diameter of the crown. Figure 6 illustrates trees with different parameters.

Proposed Subsurface Utility Model
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Figure 6 Visualization of trees in different sizes (growing from left to right). Tree roots are below
the surface (transparent brown area).

A house is described by the lower left 3D coordinate, width, length and height. The 3D
coordinate allows to move buildings in the ground to visualize cellars. This allows users
to visualize and reason about possible utility conflicts in the ground. Figure 7 illustrates
houses with different parameters.

Figure 7 Visualization of houses. The middle house in the front has a cellar and is crossing the
surface.

All screenshots of the model were taken using the free software GLC_Player1 (version
2.3.0) which is able to display OBJ-file contents.

1

http://www.glc-player.net/
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Generation of the semantic 3D conceptual model from 2D sources

This section gives insights about the process of generating the 3D model out of 2D input
sources.
3.3.1

Input data

The department of Construction Management & Engineering at the University of
Twente supported the project with data describing the 2D locations of different
subsurface utilities at the university campus. The data has been provided as AutoCAD
(.dwg) files and encompasses different utility lines like fresh water, sewage water,
electricity, data transfer, public lightning, gas or heating. Figure 8 illustrates a part of
the different utilities (coloured lines) at the Twente campus.

Figure 8 Subsurface utilities at the Twente campus. (Screenshot in QGIS using the google satellite
image as a base layer).

Moreover, GPR measurements have been performed on the Twente campus. The
measurements have been provided as Drawing Exchange Format (.dxf) files and show
the 2D locations of utilities under ground. There was no depth information available.

Proposed Subsurface Utility Model
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The input data has been provided in the spatial reference system Amersfoort / RD New
(EPSG:28992) which is used for accurate mapping in the Netherlands. All input data
files have been transformed to ESRI Shapefiles (.shp) to make the data handling easier.
The AutoCAD files were transformed using the software AutoCAD (version 2016). The
DXF files where transformed using QGIS2 (version 2.16) which is a free and open
source GIS software.
Other shapefiles with made up content were created for the use case of selecting the
right type of test trench (section 4.5). These files (e.g. ground water or soil condition)
and their purpose will be introduced in the according sections of the use cases.
3.3.2

2D to 3D conversion

Initially the shapefiles just contain information about 2D geometries. There are two
ways of adding height information (z coordinate) to create the 3D model. The first
option is to add the height information as a feature attribute in the shapefiles. The
second option is to define the height information in the model.
An important source to formulate the background knowledge for 3D subsurface utilities
are domain guidelines. It is important to mention that guidelines differ among countries.
A Dutch guideline has been used to formulate the background knowledge for the
proposed system because all the information has been offered by experts from the
University of Twente. The most important guideline describing approved dimensioning
of different utilities in the Netherlands is the guideline NEN 7171-12009 (Table 3). The
guideline is encompassing diameter, depth and free space requirements for different
types of roads in four categories ranging from rather urban areas (residential street) to
rather rural areas (road outside urban areas). Since the project focused on the campus
data of the University of Twente the dimensioning of residential streets has been
implemented. These constraints are verified when building the 3D spatial model.

2

http://www.qgis.org/en/site/
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(mm)

70

Sewage

depth
(m)

0.6

Heat

diameter
(mm)

40

Gas

depth
(m)

depth
(m)

0.6

0.6

free
space
(m)
diameter
(mm)

diameter
(mm)

Main road

200 *
100

Water

depth
(m)

200 *
100

Electricity

diameter
(mm)

Residential
street

Data
Transport
(Telecom)

depth
(m)

Central
Antenna
Devices
diameter
(mm)

Type of Road

Table 3 Utility dimensioning as suggested in the Dutch guideline NEN 7171-12009.
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Resolving conflicts

The previously mentioned dimensioning information helps rearranging the utilities to
prevent utility crossing in the model. The fact that utilities are not allowed to cross,
because it is physically impossible, is another background knowledge constraint. Figure
9 illustrates an example of rearranged subsurface utilities in the model.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9 Utility crossing (a) can be avoided by (vertical) realignment of utilities (b, c).

The following pseudocode illustrates how the vertical realignment was realized in order
(c)
to avoid conflicts like utility crossing and satisfy the free space requirements between
subsurface utilities.
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Algorithm 1 Spatial constraint satisfaction realized through vertical realignment.
Method buildModelWithConstraintSatisfaction
List of subsurface utilities (LSU),

Input:

Subsurface utility (SU) constraints for minimum / maximum depth, diameter and
free space (CSU)
List of rearranged subsurface utilities (satisfying the constraints)

Output:

FOR SU in LSU
IF current SU (SUC) is in conflict with any other SU (SU O) in LSU (crossing or violation of
minimum constraint for free space)
Calculate the necessary moving distance (Cdist) to satisfy constraints
IF SUO has no maximum depth in CSU
Increase depth of SUO to satisfy Cdist
IF SUC has no maximum depth in CSU
Increase depth of SUC to satisfy Cdist
ELSE
Calculate maximum possible distance between SUC and SUO by also satisfying
the min / max depth constraints in CSU
Move SUC and SUO to according minimum and maximum depth
END IF
Restart loop from beginning (with rearranged utilities)
END IF
END FOR
RETURN LSU

It is important to mention that some of the utilities have a minimum depth but no
maximum depth (Table 3). This fact ensures that there will always be a way to
vertically rearrange utilities by moving utilities without a maximum depth deeper in the
ground. Otherwise subsurface utilities additionally could be moved horizontally to
avoid conflicts. Subsurface utilities are of course not just in conflict with other
subsurface utilities. Other obstructions like tree roots, rocks or others can influence the
location of subsurface utilities. According realignment can be realized in the same way.
3.3.4

Modelling uncertainties

Another challenge is to deal with uncertainties in the model. In the proposed model I am
considering uncertainties depending on the data source. The location of subsurface
utilities is quite accurate when it was determined by GPR measurements. On the other
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hand the location is rather uncertain if it is just expected based on 2D schematics
(shapefile inputs).
The magnitude of positional errors in the vertical dimension of GPR measurements
increases with the depth of buried subsurface utilities [15]. Also the scanning strategy
has an influence on the measurement accuracy. [9] found that along pipe scanning is
superior to variation angles scanning and perpendicular to pipe scanning for utility
mapping purposes because the strategy had better penetrative power and the best
detection accuracy with ±0.10m for depth and planimetric positioning. Due to this
background information the default uncertainty for GPR measurements has been set to
0.10m.
Excavation instructions that have been provided by the experts from Twente
recommend to consider deviations of up to one meter from 2D schematics. Due to this
background information the default uncertainty for 2D schematics has been set to
1.00m.
Transparent cuboids around sections are used to visualize uncertainties. Figure 10
illustrates a section with the standard uncertainty of one meter to the left and right side.

Figure 10 Visualization of uncertainty using a transparent cuboid around utilities.

Another feature is to specify how uncertainty should be expected. Depending on the
data sources and actual conditions in the field it might be useful to change the
uncertainty model. Figure 11 illustrates this features.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 11 Uncertainty can be modelled equally along complete sections (a) or growing between points
with reliable location information (b).

If there is no certainty about the subsurface utility at all, the model can assume
uncertainties along complete sections (Figure 11a). On the other hand it can be useful to
assume a growing uncertainty between reliable locations if there is certainty about the
start- and endpoints of sections but no information about what is in between (Figure
11b).
3.4

Implementation

I implemented a prototype system to demonstrate the advantage of using background
knowledge to build models in the domain of subsurface utilities. The system has been
designed to work for certain use cases but can be easily extended to satisfy the needs for
further use cases.
The system was implemented using the programming language Java (SE version 8). For
loading shapefiles the open source Java library GeoTools3 has been used. The Java

3

http://www.geotools.org/
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library JTS Topology Suite4 (which is also part of GeoTools) has been used to perform
some spatial operations (e.g. buffering) on the geometries.
The focus of the program has been to model subsurface utilities and enable different
operations with other objects.
The program allows the generation of two different outputs. First, the program is able to
generate logging files that document the way of decision making in the program. Parts
of this documentation will be presented in the according use cases. Secondly, the
program is able to generate files that allow the visualization of the model. The next
section introduces the use cases.

4

http://tsusiatsoftware.net/jts/main.html
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Use Cases

In collaboration with domain experts from the department of Construction Management
& Engineering at the University of Twente the overall goal of the system has been
defined to support the decision making process towards the selection of test trench
locations at excavation sites. At the department Paulina Racz is involved in a current
project that aims to improve strategies for the decision making process to get the
maximum amount of information by also minimizing the number of test trenches [18].
A way of making the decision if test trenches are necessary and which information is
relevant for planning purposes has been suggested by Paulina Racz and is illustrated in
Figure 12.

Figure 12 Decision making with excavation polygon and subsurface utility information as suggested
by Paulina Racz.

The part of getting the subsurface utility information is shortened in the figure because
it is not that relevant. In the Netherlands the information about subsurface utilities is
provided by

the   Netherlands’   Cadastre,   Land   Registry   and   Mapping   Agency  
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(Kadaster5), which collects and registers administrative and spatial data on properties
and the rights involved. Site inspections are of course important and cannot be replaced
by any computer system. However, it is possible to support the decision making process
if high quality data is available. E.g. the geometries of subsurface utilities in shapefiles
can be used to find out about crossing utilities.
Moreover, some of the research findings from the department of Construction
Management & Engineering are used in the proposed system to support the decision
making process for test trench locations in an algorithmic way. The use cases in this
section support the data analysis and decision making towards test trench locations and
are arranged in a chronological way starting with the data analysis. Figure 13 gives an
overview of the use cases.

Figure 13 Overview of use cases (chronological ordering).

In the following subsections the use cases are presented in detail.
4.1

Use Case: Validating utility requirements

The first use case is about finding out if the constraints for utilities are satisfied. In the
proposed system this happens when the shapefiles are loaded. The constraints
describing the spatial requirements regarding diameter, depth and free space (Table 3)
are part of the background knowledge of the system. Also other constraints like the
necessary inclination of pipelines are checked. If there are violations regarding these
constraints this means that there are irregularities or errors. These errors are documented
by the system. Documentation 1 shows examples for three different utilties.
Documentation 1 Examples of constraint validation for different utilities.
## Example of drinking water pipe
INFO - Checking constraint violations (section depth & diameter) for
'CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe'!
INFO - Utility is from type pipeline -> checking for inclination requirement...
5

http://www.kadaster.nl/web/english.htm
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WARN - No inclination found! Added default inclination of 1%!
## Example of gas pipe
INFO - Checking constraint violations (section depth & diameter) for
'CampusUtility_GAS_high_pressure_pipe'!
WARN - Found violation for diameter maximum! Found maximum is 0.35 (should be maximal
0.3!).
## Example of electicity cable
INFO - Checking constraint violations (section depth & diameter) for
'CampusUtility_ELECTRICITY_high_voltage_cable'!
INFO - No violation found! Everything is okay!

Errors can be identified and corrected to work with more accurate data and avoid false
conclusions in following processes. What should be documented and how to proceed if
constraint violations are detected can be adjusted.
4.2

Use Case: Comparing utilities with GPR measurements

Performing GPR measurements to find or confirm the location of utilities is a common
practice. GPR devices are employed to detect objects under ground by using
electromagnetic radiation and measuring the reflection which is visualized in
radargrams. Objects can be distinguished and identified by their physical composition.
Even tree roots can be detected using GPR devices but their natural unpredictable
geometry makes it more difficult to find them on 2D radargrams [23].
The use case aims to find out if the GPR measurements can confirm the location of
expected subsurface utilities or if the GPR measurements reveal new utilities that were
not expected to be there. The information about material, depth, or diameter of objects
under ground can be very useful to confirm or deny matches.
The system compares the location and additional information (e.g. material) of expected
utilities and GPR measurements to find matches. Uncertainties of GPR measurements
(0.10m) and expected utilities (1.00m) are also considered (as suggested in section
3.3.4). Expected utilities and GPR measurements are matches if the GPR measurements,
buffered by 0.10m, intersects the expected subsurface utility, buffered by 1.00m.
Additional information like materials or diameters could also be considered. For the use
case just the locations were crucial since the other information was made up.
The comparison of GPR measurements and actual campus utilities is performed section
wise. Matches or discrepancies of the GPR measurements can be visualized in 3D.
Figure 14 illustrates examples of this visualization.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 14 GPR measurement validation with a drinking water (blue) and sewer pipe (grey).
Perspectives are shown from below (a) and above (b). Possible matches between GPR measurements
and actual utilities are coloured green whereas discrepancies are coloured red.

In the example green sections symbolize matches whereas red sections symbolize
discrepancies between GPR measurements and actual subsurface utilities at the Twente
campus. Visualizations like this can be useful for experts to get an overview of the
situation under ground. Documentation 2 shows examples of the decision making with
GPR measurements.
Documentation 2 Example for GPR decision making.
INFO - Creating buffered Polygon for utility: CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe
INFO - Checking for utility matches between GPR: 'GPR_DRINKING_WATER_pipe' and
'CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe'...
Sections inside the buffer: 5
Sections outside the buffer: 2
INFO - GPR measurements do partly match with the following utility:
CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe
...
INFO - Checking for utility matches between GPR: 'GPR_DRINKING_WATER_pipe' and
'CampusUtility_GAS_low_pressure_pipe'...
Sections inside the buffer: 0
Sections outside the buffer: 7
INFO - GPR measurements have no matches with the following utility:
CampusUtility_GAS_low_pressure_pipe
...
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INFO - Checking for utility matches between GPR: 'GPR_DRINKING_WATER_pipe' and
'CampusUtility_SEWER_pipe'...
Sections inside the buffer: 3
Sections outside the buffer: 4
INFO - GPR measurements do partly match with the following utility:
CampusUtility_SEWER_pipe
...
INFO - Utility check summary:
7 / 7 sections are probably known utilities!
0 sections are probably unknown utilities (not expected to be in that area).
INFO - OBJ-file created!

The decision making is comprehensible for each utility comparison. The previous
example suggests that the GPR measurement matches the drinking water pipe very well.
The summary suggests whether the GPR measurement verifies existing utilities or
unexpected sections were found.
4.3

Use Case: Decision making for test trench necessity

Following the decision tree (Figure 12) it is necessary to make the decision if test
trenches are necessary in the first place. According to Dutch digging procedures test
trenches are necessary if utilities are within the region of the excavation polygon
buffered by 1.50m. Given the excavation polygon and the expected location of utilities
the system decides if test trenches are necessary. For this scenario the utilities
themselves were buffered by 1.00m because the location is not necessarily certain if no
GPR measurement has been performed to ensure the locations before. Figure 15
illustrates the use case scenario.
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Figure 15 Decision making for the necessity of test trenches. Given is an excavation area (orange) +
1.50m buffer, a drinking water pipe (blue) and a sewer pipe (green) with an uncertainty buffer of
1.00m each.

Some more utilities would have been at this location but were ignored to make the use
case easier to perceive. Multiple intersections between the buffered subsurface utilities
and the buffered excavation area can be identified.
Additionally the decision making is documented for each utility. It is simple to see if
lines are within or crossing a polygon. This use case can be useful because it also
considers uncertainties of subsurface utilities which exist for all utilities that were not
detected (e.g. by GPR measurements) before. Documentation 3 shows examples of the
decision making for the necessity of test trenches.
Documentation 3 Example of decision making for test trench necessity.
INFO - Checking if test trenches are necessary for 'CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe'.
INFO - Test trenches are necessary!
Number of intersecting sections: 5
Number of containing sections: 39
...
INFO - Checking if test trenches are necessary for 'CampusUtility_SEWER_pipe'.
INFO - Test trenches are necessary!
Number of intersecting sections: 6
Number of containing sections: 46
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The documentation does not just suggest that test trenches are necessary but also
provides information about the reason. The necessity of test trenches can be justified by
the number of sections that are contained in or intersected by the excavation area. It is
also possible to document the according positions of intersection points which might be
useful if this point is doubtful for some reason.
4.4

Use Case: Test trench location decision making

The main intentions for test trenches are to get certainty about the depth, diameter and
material of subsurface utilities but also about the groundwater level, free space between
utilities or their actual path. The actual path may differ from map representations and
the actual depth may differ from norms. The material may be in a bad condition,
hazardous (e.g. asbestos) or not secure to conduct certain types of work (e.g. heavy
machines cause damages by vibrations). These materials often have to be replaced to
guarantee the efficiency of certain utilities and avoid damages caused by undesired
emersions. The information about decision making processes has been shared by
Paulina Racz who was involved with actual projects and experienced decision makers in
the field due to her PDEng project.
The ultimate right answer or approach to find the best test trench locations does not
exist yet. There are often conflicts of opinions especially if resources are limited and
just a few test trenches can be realized. A project designer who makes the planning
decisions might come to other conclusions then a contractor confronted with the same
situation at a site because they have different perspectives. Project designers have the
main goal of decreasing the risk of project failure by getting certainty about the impact
of projects on utilities and vice versa. On the other hand contractors want to avoid
project delays and unnecessary costs by conducting their work at a site as efficient as
possible. Moreover, decisions differ depending on experience and knowledge which are
varying among experts.
For my approach I developed an algorithm that makes decisions for test trench locations
depending on rules that I formalized based on actual decisions that have been made by
experts. These rules can be refined over time depending on new experiences and
developments to improve the decision making. In the following the approach is
presented in detail.
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Source of expert knowledge

Paulina Racz was involved with decision-makers in the field and shared her insights
from three actual projects. The project objectives were a) building a new parking place,
b) installation of a new fiber cable and c) a new sewage system together with a new bike
road and bridge. For each project decisions for test trenches had to be made. Inspectors
annotated according decisions in 2D schematics of the excavation site. Figure 16
illustrates an example of annotated 2D schematics.

Figure 16 Expert decisions for test trenches in an actual project. The trenches are marked and
annoteded with according reasons for the decision.

Utilities can be distinguished by the different coloured and shaped lines. The bold black
lines indicate planned test trenches. The yellow squares with the speech bubbles are
PDF comments that were used to annotate reasons for the test trench locations.
Additionally to the assigned reasons it is important to know that the depth and material
is always checked too. Paulina pointed out some of the main problems that decision
makers faced among all the projects:
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 Some important test trenches were overlooked by experts. (E.g. confirm risk
utilities).
 Different opinions about the exact positioning of test trenches. (E.g. should the
middle of a section be used to confirm a linear path?).
 Different opinions about the amount of test trenches. (Keeping in mind the
additional costs for too much trenches and the additional risk for insufficient
trenches).
Analysis of the annotated schematics exposed the following main reasons for digging
test trenches:
 Confirm intersection points of subsurface utilities with excavation polygons
(CONFIRM_START_END)
 Confirm the linear path of subsurface utilities (CONFIRM_LINEAR)
 Confirm the changing path of subsurface utilities (CONFIRM_CHANGE)
 Confirm crossing subsurface utilities (CONFIRM_CROSSING)
 Confirm location of risk utilities (CONFIRM_RISK)
Additionally the confirmation of the depth and material of utilities is important but is
not a pivotal reason to dig test trenches. This reason is neglected in the list because it
could be added to any test trench. I defined an algorithm that can be used to find test
trench locations that are matching the reasons from the previous list. The test trench
locations are identified by means of some general rules that I deduced from the
annotated schematics and additional information provided by Paulina Racz. This part is
introduced in the following subsection.
4.4.2

Implementation of decision making

There were some similar decisions among the previously mentioned projects that can be
formalized

as

rules.

The

(CONFIRM_START_END,

main

reasons

for

CONFIRM_LINEAR,

digging

test

trenches

CONFIRM_CHANGE,

CONFIRM_CROSSING and CONFIRM_RISK) helped to implement an algorithm to
find test trench locations depending on the geometric relations of subsurface utilities
and the excavation polygon. Table 4 gives an overview of the important geometric
features that were considered.
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Table 4 Important geometric features to identify possible test trench locations.

Geometric feature &
(default) requirement
Subsurface utiltiy is intersecting the excavation polygon.
CONFIRM_START_END Any section of a subsurface utility has to cross the polygon
resulting from the 1.50m buffer of the excavation polygon.
Subsurface utility with certain length . The length of a
section has to be at least 20.00m. The suggested point is
CONFIRM_LINEAR
then calculated at 50% (sectionFraction) of that section.
(Middle point between start and end of section).
Subsurface utility with direction change. The direction
CONFIRM_CHANGE
change has to be at least 20° (angle) between two sections.
Subsurface utility horizontal intersecting another utility (z
CONFIRM_CROSSING
coordinate not relevant).
Trench reason

Moreover, I considered the problem that due to limited resources not all the trenches are
realized. To solve this issue I defined a ranking system to prioritize test trenches. Table
5 gives an overview of the ranking points chosen for the different test trench reasons.
Table 5 Test trench reason classification with a point ranking that is used to prioritize test trenches.

Trench reason
CONFIRM_START_END
CONFIRM_CROSSING
CONFIRM_CHANGE
CONFIRM_LINEAR
CONFIRM_RISK

Ranking points
3
2
1
1
1

The chosen (default) parameter values (e.g. buffer, length, sectionFraction, angle or the
ranking points) can be adjusted in a setting file which allows to refine the decision
making in an easy way. A test trench is modelled with the following main properties:
 Location: 2D point describing the middle point of the test trench.
 Geometry: Square using the location as center (default 1.00m by 1.00m).
 Reasons: List of reasons for this trench. The reasons are also used to calculate the
priority (Table 5).
 Utilities: List of subsurface utility identifiers that are expected at this trench.
 Trench type: The best fitting trench type depending on the location (described in
the last use case).
Algorithm 2 describes how the suggestion of test trenches works using the introduced
information.
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Algorithm 2 Suggestion of test trench locations.
Method suggestTestTrenches
List of subsurface utilities (LSU),

Input:

Polygon of excavation site (P)
Parameter for geometric constraints (Table 4): buffer, length, sectionFraction
angle
List of suggested test trenches (TT) (sorted according to priority)

Output:

FOR SU in LSU
IF current SU (SUC) is intersecting the excavation polygon + buffer (defined parameter)
Create new TT with reason CONFIRM_START_END, utility identifier of SUC and
location at intersection point
Add TT to list (LSTART_END)
IF SUC is horizontally intersecting another SU in LSU
A

IF intersection point does not already exist in list of crossing utilities (LCROSSING)
Create new TT with reason CONFIRM_CROSSING, utility identifier of SUC and
location at intersection point
Add TT to list (LCROSSING)
END IF
IF SUC is changing the direction at least by angle (defined parameter) between 2 sections

A

Create new TT with reason CONFIRM_CHANGE, utility identifier of SUC and
location at intersection point
Add TT to list (LCHANGE)
IF SUC has sections longer than length (defined parameter)
Create new TT with reason CONFIRM_LINEAR, utility identifier of SUC and location
at point located at sectionFraction from start point of section
Add TT to list (LLINEAR)
END IF
END FOR
Create list for result test trenches (LResult)
Set maximum distance (combineDist) to combine trenches (same as TT dimensions)
FOR TT in lists (LSTART_END, LCROSSING, LCHANGE, LLINEAR)
IF current TT (TC) has a risk utility assigned (isDangerous attribute of SU)
Add reason CONFIRM_RISK to TC
IF TC is within combineDist to any other TT (TO) in LResult
Create new TT (TN) with combined reasons and utility identifiers of TC and TO (no
duplicates) at the position between TC and TO
Add TN to LResult
ELSE
Add TC to LResult
END IF
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END FOR
Sort LResult depending on calculated priority (according to reasons from Table 5)
RETURN LResult

4.4.3

Test run using the Twente campus data

The subsurface utility data from the Twente campus was used to test the suggested
algorithm. There was no real data about a planned excavation site so this feature was
made up at a location where four different subsurface utilities were present. Figure 17
illustrates the setting of the subsurface utilities and the excavation site.

Figure 17 Setting of the subsurface utilities and the excavation polygon at the Twente campus.

Figure 18 illustrates the test trench locations for all test trenches that were suggested
using my algorithm.
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Figure 18 Suggestions for all (135) test trenches (red squares) after applying Algorithm 2.

In total 135 suggestions for test trenches were made. The test trenches are illustrated as
red 1.00m by 1.00m squares which is a guide value size for actual test trenches. Figure
19 illustrates just the first 30 (out the 135) test trenches that are ordered by their priority.

Figure 19 Suggestions for the first 30 test trenches in the prioritized order.

All intersection points between utilities and the excavation polygon have been
suggested due to the rule CONFIRM_START_END and the high priority (Table 5). All
other test trenches are intersection points of utilities (CONFIRM_CROSSING) and are
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all assigned to risk utilities (CONFIRM_RISK). It was possible to combine some test
trenches when utilities were close to each other. The priority ranged from five to three.
The decision making process strictly followed the proposed algorithm (Algorithm 2).
Documentation 4 gives some insights on the decision making process of the system.
Documentation 4 Example of decision making for test trench locations.
### Making decision for test trench locations!
## Searching for locations of crossing utilities!
INFO - # Checking for intersections with utility 'CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe'...
INFO - ... found intersection with 'CampusUtility_SEWER_pipe'!
...
## Searching for locations to verify changing pathes of utilities! Requirement: angle > 20.0
degree between sections.
INFO - # Current utility: 'CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe'...
INFO -... found location with changing path! (calculated inner angle: 85.43)
...
## Searching for locations to verify linear pathes of utilities! Requirement: section has to be
20.0 meters!
INFO - # Current utility: 'CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe'...
INFO - ... Section not long enough to verify linear path! (Distance of section has been
calculated with: 0.29 meters)
INFO - ... found location to verify linear path! (Distance of section has been calculated with:
25.33 meters)
...
## Searching for locations where utilities are intersecting with the excavation area!
INFO - # Checking for intersections with utility 'CampusUtility_DRINKING_WATER_pipe'...
INFO - found intersections...
...
### Creating result list of test trenches by finding possible combinations...
## Trench results for the SELECTED NUMBER (30):
INFO - 1.): # Test trench:
Priority: 5
Trenchtype: TRENCH SHIELD
Assigned utilities: [CampusUtility_SEWER_pipe,
CampusUtility_ELECTRICITY_high_voltage_cable]
Assigned reasons: [Excavationarea Intersection, Risk Utility, Changing Path]
...

4.5

Use Case: Test trench type decision making

This last use case is useful after the decision for test trench locations has been made. In
practice there are different types of trenches that are recommended for different
conditions under ground. The background knowledge about the decision making for test
trench types was obtained by a simple flow chart (Figure 20).
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Figure 20 Test trench type decision making chart. (Changed from source: pdhonline 6)

The blue boxes highlight points where decisions have to be made. Green boxes
highlight the (intermediate) results that are obtained by making according decisions.
Real data that would be necessary to make these decisions was not available for the
Twente campus. I created according layers with made-up content for the necessary
information.
Table 6 Important layers and attributes for test trench type decision making.

Layer
SoilCondition
ExcavationArea
RightOfWay
Tree (obstruction)
GroundWater

6

http://www.pdhonline.com/courses/g111/g111.htm

Attributes
hasRipRock (boolean), isStable (boolean),
isHard (boolean)
depth (double)
isWide (boolean)
diameter (double), height (double),
crownDiameter (double), depth (double),
rootDiameter (double)
depth (double)
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To keep it simple, most of the important attributes were chosen as booleans. For
applications that are capable of supporting the decision making in practice there would
be actual properties and depending on their value the decision for the boolean value
would be made. E.g. the property isHard for the SoilCondition layer would
automatically be set to true if an area would be classified as clay. A decision like that is
made for the ground water layer where I decided that it is classified as major if the
water level is less than 1.00 meter below the surface. The trench depth is assumed to be
the same as the depth of the excavation area. If tree roots are intersecting with test
trenches they are treated as obstructions. Figure 21 illustrates the different layers in
QGIS.

Figure 21 Relevant layers for test trench type decision making. (Screenshot from QGIS).

Given this layers and the locations of the test trenches (Figure 19) the trench type can be
assigned for each test trench. Documentation 5 shows an example of the decision
making process for a test trench type.
Documentation 5 Example of the decision making for test trench types.
INFO - ### The final list of test trenches has been created and sorted depending on the priority
INFO - ### Making decisions about the test trench types...
INFO - RIGHT-OF-WAY is NARROW... -> need a VERTICAL TRENCH
INFO - SOIL CONDITION is WEAK...
INFO - GROUND WATER is classified as MINOR -> Found decision: TRENCH SHIELD
INFO - RIGHT-OF-WAY is NARROW... -> need a VERTICAL TRENCH
INFO - SOIL CONDITION is WEAK...
INFO - GROUND WATER is classified as MINOR -> Found decision: TRENCH SHIELD
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Results & Discussion

In this section the results of the use cases and other observations about the suggested
system are presented.
5.1

Use Cases

The system was successfully tested use case driven as a proof of concept approach with
the overall goal of selecting test trench locations. The main results of the use cases are
presented in the following subsections.
5.1.1

Use Case: Validating utility requirements

The data from different subsurface utility objects was verified using constraints that
describe standard dimensions of certain utilities. This helped to build a more accurate
model and thereby to avoid errors from the beginning. In actual projects this can avoid
false assumptions and support the decision making especially if potential conflicts are
revealed in early project phases.
5.1.2

Use Case: Comparing utilities with GPR measurements

The comparison of GPR measurements with data of expected utilities revealed that the
suggested model can help to identify potential subsurface utility matches. The system
also considers uncertainties for GPR measurements and expected utilities which makes
the decision making more reliable. Some GPR devices are able to measure more data
like material, diameter or depth of subsurface utilities. This information was not
available for the provided campus data. More certainty could be achieved by also
considering this information because some potential utility matches could be excluded.
5.1.3

Use Case: Decision making for test trench necessity

This use case showed that the decision for the necessity of test trenches is a very simple
task for the proposed system. Uncertainties of subsurface utilities were considered
accordingly. The decisions of the system were reliable because it can check for
intersections between the buffered geometries of the excavation area and subsurface
utilities very accurately.
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Use Case: Test trench location decision making

Overall the proposed algorithm to make decisions for test trench locations worked
reliable. The decision making can still be refined by adjusting the parameters for the
ranking points and the geometric feature detection. The quality of decisions is varying
due to the quality of the underlying data. Some geometries are not continuously
connected or fragmented which is not visible when having a look at the data in a GIS
like QGIS (Figure 17). This leads to some results that were not expected. However, the
decisions are comprehensible when these errors are understood.
This is one big advantage of the documentation of all decision making steps which
allow the detection of these errors efficiently. E.g. in the decision making to confirm
linear paths very small sections were detected which are unintentionally fragmented
(e.g. Documentation 4 shows a section that is just 0.29m long). This helps to find errors
in the data and the system. Moreover, this facilitates understanding the decision making
process.
This use case revealed that the underlying data (Autocad files / shapefiles) can be a
weak point for the proposed system. The test has shown that the underlying data needs
to be more accurate to get better results. The strength on the other hand is that false
decision making can be avoided if the underlying data has a good quality. E.g. in
contrast to human experts the system does not overlook risk utilities if this information
is available.
5.1.5

Use Case: Test trench type decision making

The assignment of appropriate types for test trenches was performed very accurately
according to the underlying information of made up shapefiles. This use case showed
that sequences of operations from flow charts are very simple to implement as decision
making sequences.
The chosen use cases are just some of potentially many that could profit from the
proposed system.
5.2

Dealing with uncertainties

Dealing with uncertainties was one of the main problems that was tackled with the
proposed system. The developed algorithm of vertical utility rearrangement was able to
build a 3D model that satisfies the given geometric constraints (e.g. depth and free space
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requirements). The algorithm implies that subsurface utilities were placed following
guideline suggestions. This requirement is certainly not valid for all utilities. The
resulting model is still more reliable because it also includes uncertainties. Depending
on requirements the uncertainty can be distributed equally or growing with the distance
from known locations which is a useful feature for practitioners to estimate locations of
subsurface utilities.
The visualizations can also help to make practitioners aware of potential location errors
and make the data more reliable in that way. Moreover, the visualized uncertainties can
be used to sensitize people for situations under ground that might cause big damages
when excavation works are performed. This again could convince responsible decision
makers to spend more money for necessary test trenches to get more certainty about the
actual positioning of subsurface utilities.The feature of dealing with uncertainties has
the potential to contribute to better safety by reducing the risk of unintentional
subsurface utility strikes.
5.3

Performance of problem solving

The use cases and other processes like the rearrangement of utilities were run on a
desktop PC (Windows 10 Pro 64bit, Intel 3.6GHz, 16GB RAM). Table 7 presents the
runtime of the system to solve the different processes.
Table 7 Program runtime of different processes.

Process
Use Case: Validating utility requirements
Use Case: Comparing utilities with GPR measurements

Runtime (in seconds)
1.62
12.75

Use Case: Decision making for test trench necessity

2.17

Use Case: Test trench location decision making

3.51

Use Case: Test trench type decision making

0.17

Rearrangement of utilities (applying Algorithm 1)

304.23

Eight campus utilities (drinking water pipe, sewer pipe, gas pipes with low and high
pressure, electricity cables with low and high voltage, telephone cable, fiberglass cable
and public lightning cable) were validated in less than two seconds. The GPR
measurement of a water pipe was compared to all these eight campus utilities in less
than 13 seconds (including the creation of an OBJ-file and the according
documentation). In less than three seconds, the sewer and drinking water pipe, including
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their uncertainties, were checked for intersections with the excavation area to decide if
test trenches are necessary. The decision for test trench locations, considering four of
the utilities (drinking water pipe, sewer pipe, high voltage cable and gas pipe) that were
present in the excavation area, took less than four seconds. After the decision for the
location has been made, the according trench types were assigned to the 30 test trenches
with the highest priorities in less than one second. The vertical rearrangement (to avoid
constraint violations) of the eight subsurface utilities took about five minutes. Overall,
the runtimes are satisfying. Loading the shapefiles and reading necessary attributes from
them worked very fast. The more complex spatial calculations get the more runtime is
necessary (e.g. vertical rearrangement of utilities).
5.4

Potential of the suggested model

The suggested system has potential to be used as a very useful decision support tool.
The system does not just make suggestions, but also points out why certain decisions
are made. The decisions are made progressively and are therefore intuitively
comprehensible by decision makers. The decision making is progressivly documented
which also allows people, who were not involved in creating the necessary background
knowledge or no domain experts, to understand certain decisions. This approach could
convince practitioners, or at least influence their decision making, because they want to
make sure that they are considering certain information for their decision which is
available in the underlying data. Moreover, the suggested model has the potential to
improve communication because the refined model with uncertainties and also
documented decision makings can be the basis for conversations. If decisions are
doubted and there are suggestions what a better decision might look like the model can
be refined accordingly to include new suggestions.
The decision making analysis from actual projects revealed that experts missed some
important utilities that should have been checked (e.g. high voltage cable). This cannot
happen using the approach of the suggested system because once the input has been
defined it is considered for decision making.
On the other hand it is often useful to question certain results. The system does just
consider what is implemented as background knowledge. There could of course be
exceptional cases or certain circumstances that the system does not consider for the
decision making but experts just know from experience. Human decision makers cannot
be replaced by a system like that but can profit from suggestions to avoid errors. Field
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work (e.g. inspection of an excavation polygon) is essential for some tasks to make
certain decisions. These decisions cannot be made by just analyzing some data.
The system is extensible in a simple way that allows to deal with new datasets, create
new objects or add new properties to existing objects in the model which makes it very
powerful. The approach could be integrated with GIS systems to make it usable in an
easy way.
The accuracy of data sources plays an important role as seen in use case 4 (Use Case:
Test trench location decision making). Achieved results can be just as good as the
underlying data that produced these results. Moreover, the maintenance of the data is
essential to keep it up-to-date and reliable for decision making.
5.5

Feedback

During the thesis work we had multiple Skype meetings and organized two meetings in
person with the experts from the University of Twente. The exchange of information
was very beneficial and helped building and refining the system. The practical relevance
of dealing with uncertainties was pointed out multiple times and motivated to deal with
this problem. There was a lot of positive feedback for some ideas like the consideration
of different uncertainties for decision making. The idea of using an algorithm for test
trench selection encountered a lot of interest. Paulina Racz was positively impressed by
the results.
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Future Work

Due to the limited amount of time it was not possible to tackle all problems and
investigate all possibilities to solve them. Despite the overall success of the working
system there is still room for improvements that I want to point out in this section.
6.1

Using standards

The system for this thesis was stepwise designed from the beginning without
considering domain model standards which can be a good alternative.
A lot of research has been done for 3D modelling . One of the well known outcomes is
CityGML which is used on a worldwide scale since its standardization in 2008. [13]
introduced CityGML as a multi-purpose and multi-scale representation for the storage
of and interoperable access to 3D city models in Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) that
is based on the Geography Markup Language (GML) standard of the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) and covers the geometrical, topological and semantic aspects of
those models. The initial motivation for CityGML was the up-to-dateness of and
flexible access to virtual 3D city models that provide important information for different
application domains [13]. The standard can be used to create conceptual models as well
as visualizations for objects.
The CityGML model can be extended for domain specific contents using the
Application Domain Extension (ADE) mechanism. For the domain of (subsurface)
utilities the UtilityNetworkADE was established [1]. The UtilityNetworkADE describes
in a very simple but also extensive way how subsurface utilities can be modelled
(Figure 22).
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Figure 22 UML package diagram of the UtilityNetworkADE. (Changed from source: [2])

The NetworkCore package describes the conceptual model of 3D utility networks. The
UtilityNetworkADE has dependencies to GML3 and CityGML which allows to define
the spatial characteristics of network features. Distribution elements can be one of these
network features. The attributes can be adjusted.
Distribution elements are all represented as lines. Depending on the used subclass (pipes
or cables) they have different characteristic properties which are extensible again. This
feature allows to model subsurface utilities similarly to the utilities in the proposed
system.
This section pointed out that CityGML and the UtilityNetworkADE are very powerful
for the modelling of subsurface utilities and may be a good alternative to the chosen
model in the proposed system that does not follow standards. UtilityNetworkADE is
just one of many possible model alternatives.
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Other improvements

The functionality of the system is limited because it just served as a proof of concept. It
could be more complex by using a lot more background knowledge and different input
data. The system could also be tested by practitioners to get more feedback on possible
improvements. The proposed algorithms, but especially the parameters, can be refined
with actual field experiences. The computation of some parts of the model can certainly
be optimized to achieve better runtime results. Last, I want to point out that a lot more
possible use cases but also fields of application (e.g. 3D/4D cadastres) are out there that
could make use of the proposed system.
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Conclusions

This Master Thesis proposed a system which is able to build a semantically-rich
conceptual model that allows reasoning about subsurface utilities. Background
knowledge of the domain of subsurface utilities (e.g. domain guidelines) was
externalized and structured to use it for decision making processes. The system is able
to validate if certain constraints are satisfied and helps to refine the model to make it
more accurate.
A big advantage of the system is the consideration of uncertainties which can be
growing with the distance from known locations or equally distributed along sections
depending on the requirements. Given 2D schematics (e.g. shapefiles) as input data,
according subsurface utilities (and other objects) can be created as 3D objects. Spatial
conflicts like crossing utilities or free space requirements are resolved by applying an
algorithm that rearranges the utilities vertically and satisfies the specified constraints
from guidelines.
The main feature is to query certain data from these objects by using spatial or other
filter criteria on different levels of abstraction. The underlying data, including their
uncertainties, can be visualized which helps to get aware of the situation under ground.
The system was tested use case driven towards the overall goal of finding locations for
test trenches. Despite some errors in the data, the value of the system has been proven
by finding reasonable test trench locations (and types) by applying a proposed algorithm
which generates a list of prioritized test trenches. The model can just be as good as the
underlying input data. The maintenance of (meta-)data is therefore essential for reliable
results too.
It has been shown that all decisions are made comprehensible and can be adjusted if
needed. Moreover, domain experts can profit from the proposed system because it
supports decision making processes and might help with efforts at persuasion.
The idea of the system is not restricted to the introduced use cases and has a big
potential to deal with a variety of other problems by adjusting or extending the model
appropriately. The proposed model and further research in this direction might
contribute to make future excavation works safer.
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Appendix
A

OBJ Visualization

The OBJ-file contains the 3D positions of vertices that are indexed by their order in the
file. As soon vertices exist they can be used to create faces of arbitrary forms by
referring to according vertex indices (Figure 23a). Figure 23b illustrates the according
visualization of the red triangle. In order to style faces an additional material file (.mtl)
can be used (Figure 23c). The color is defined with RGB values (Ka) and a transparency
(Tr, d).
g triangle
usemtl red
v 0.0 0.0 0.0
v 10.0 0.0 0.0
v 10.0 5.0 0.0
f123
(a)

(b)
# RED
newmtl red
Ka 1.000 0.000 0.000

# RED TRANSPARENT
newmtl red_trans
Ka 1.000 0.000 0.000
Tr 0.6
d 0.4

(c)
Figure 23 Definition (a) and visualization (b) of a simple red triangle using OBJ. The styling
can be defined in a seperate material file (c).

The program is able to create OBJ files that contain the geometric information about the
objects in the model.
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